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TELEHANDLER30

Survey details
Research for the TELEHANDLER30 was carried out during the Spring of 2021. Where companies 
were unwilling to provide figures, we made our own estimates based on data from annual reports 
and advice from industry contacts. Thank you to everyone who contributed.

If you would like to be included in next year’s list or would like to get a head start on our 
upcoming AERIALS20 list, please contact editor Lindsey Anderson by calling (312) 929-4409 or 
emailing lindsey.anderson@khl.com. Please include the size of your current aerial or telehandler 
fleet, last year’s number and your company’s website address. 

Star Rentals “faired well through Covid-
19,” said President Bob Kendall. “Albeit our 
marketplace has certainly been negatively 
impacted.”

Star Rentals’ telehandler fleet declined by just 
around an estimated -5 percent, with Kendall 
noting nonresidential construction work took the 
largest hit. 

“We still have major projects in both 
downtown Seattle and Portland that are 
restricted to 50-60 percent capacity and using 
far less equipment than normal,” Kendall noted. 
“Many new projects that were in the pipeline 
for 2021 remain postponed, suspended, if not 
cancelled indefinitely.”

Kendall said while work related to hospitality, 
office space, etc., is off dramatically, 
warehousing, distribution, education and 
healthcare-related jobs are still moving forward, 
but not at full speed.  

“Our sense is that it may still take until 
September 2021 to really fully understand 
where we are at and where we are going,” 
Kendall said. “No doubt there is a lot of pent-up 

demand that will be released at some point.  
But the big question is how long will it take  
to gain traction.”

From the manufacturers 
The overall decrease in telehandler fleet 
sizes runs parallel with recent equipment 
manufacturer financial results.

While overall positive, JLG’s Q2 results 
showed a -19.4 percent decline in telehandler 
sales compared to 2020’s Q2 at $175.2 million 
compared to last year’s $217.6 million. 

At Terex AWP, access equipment sales of 
$477 million were down -7 percent compared 
to last year, driven by the decline in North 
America last year, said John Garrison, Terex 
Corporation’s chairman and CEO. Despite the 
decrease, Garrison noted the two fastest-
growing markets right now are the U.S. and 
China. 

“Both of those are weighted toward AWPs 
versus telehandlers,” Garrison said in a call  
with investors. “The U.S., because the AWP 
fleet, which is the largest, needs to be replaced. 

 Changes in telehandler fleet sizes
  

   2020-2021

 2021 2020 % CHANGE 2019

TOP 5 65,002 68,911 -5.67% 66,494

TOP 10 72,183 76,093 -5.14% 73,432

ALL 75,906 80,168 -7.31% 77,576

And we’re seeing that start to happen.”
Terex AWP is still expecting double-digit gains 

for its aerial and telehandler division, however, 
with 30 percent year-over-year growth being 
forecasted. 

The company recently announced it will move 
its GTH telehandler production from Oklahoma 
City to Monterrey, Mexico in 2022, and will 
close its facility in Oklahoma as a result.  n

Michigan-based Aero Lift saw a return  

to business this year and added more than 

10 units to its telehandler fleet lineup 

ABLE Equipment 

has invested in 

Magni units, right.

 Bonus
Lindsey Anderson asks Michigan-based 
Aero Lift how the company has fared over 
the last 12 months. President Jim Koontz 
said the company is up significantly over 
2020. “Housing markets were generally 
‘non-essential’ and were shut down,” 
Koontz said. “Now, housing is very strong.” 
The exclusive podcast can be listened 
to within the digital edition or via ALH’s 
website, www.accesslifthandlers.com. 
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